
Hindsight 
Whenever I think back on my career in medicine, I wonder what—if anything—I should have done 
differently.  I am “retired” now—although my son scoffs at the term—maybe it is more accurate to say I 
am no longer doing clinical work.  But then, I have had several episodes of not doing clinical work.  (OK, 
let’s be honest--I mostly have not done clinical work although I love it more than the administrative and 
academic work I have done.  To get to know the real core of patients’ feelings and fears and triumphs is 
an honor and a blessing that I have not gotten enough of.)  
 
The crux of my story is that during my residency, I had a child—a son, to be exact.  I had lost several 
pregnancies before—probably because of the trace anesthestics in the OR—or because I never got to 
sleep or sit down or just bad luck…who knows?  But this kiddo was a keeper.  He had hung in there 
through 72 hour surgery service call schedules, through swollen ankles and mild congestive heart failure 
and through the wishes of my husband that I not be pregnant.  (As if he hadn’t had a role in creating the 
situation himself!)   
 
When my son was 2, my husband and I moved to his home town where he entered his father’s 
ophthalmology practice.  I gratefully and gleefully became a housewife.  Besides, there were no 
anesthesiology jobs around.  It wasn’t a year later that I also became a single housewife.   No job, 
husband’s hometown, small alimony but also no more worrying about the dad who didn’t want to be a 
dad.   But that’s enough whining!   
 
It took four years to afford to move back to my hometown—a much bigger city.  I got a part time 
anesthesiology job and every day, I blessed the invention of “after school programs”.   I drove extra 
carpools the weeks I was off and thanks to my own mother, had a place to leave my son to wait for his 
carpool each morning.  But that meant getting him up at 5 and to Mom’s by 6 so I could truck to the OR 
and be ready to start cases by 7.   
 
Sadly, in those days, there was still a stigma to being both a single and a working Mom.  Although I tried 
never to ask for favors and do more than my share, the powers that be deemed me too risky to be a 
practice partner.  I was clearly an irritant to them and after seven years, it was time to rethink my 
career.  I got lucky (and not for the last time either) and landed in an academic setting.   I was supported 
and mentored by several wonderful doctors.  Being an Assistant Dean and a teacher meant I worked 
hours more conducive to motherhood.   Yet, there were many colleagues who questioned my capability.  
“Surely”, they would say, “you can’t teach if you don’t see patients?”  Or, “Why don’t you go into private 
practice?  You’d make more money.”  The one decision I made that I knew then and now was absolutely 
right was to NEVER, NEVER resent my son for the choices I and his father made.    
 
However, the chronology above does not begin to describe the angst one feels about harming one’s 
child by being a working mom and the only disciplinarian.  Did getting him up at the crack of dawn to sit 
in his grandmother’s den watching the Three Stooges mean he was going to be a drooling idiot later?  
Later, did the need to bring him home right after school mean he missed out on too many social 
activities?  Did the lack of a male role model mean he would grow up to be tentative and shy—or even 
worse—a bully?  Or was he being bullied?  Teased?   Could I be both Mom and Dad?  Should I even try to 
be both? (The answer by the way, is “No, you can’t be both!” ) Does he feel neglected by his mom?  
Does he love me?   
 
At the time, you couldn’t have convinced me that one or all of those things weren’t likely and it would 
be my fault.  (And his absent father’s fault too of course.)   Still, remember I said I was lucky?  My 
friends, my colleagues, my family—they all came to our collective rescue.   And my resilient son?  Well, 
he is a terrific man with a son of his own and a tendency to perform the same “rescues” for other 
children these days.  He says it took him until college to realize what sacrifices were being made and also 
to figure out where my mothering was both on target and woefully off course.  He teases me a lot and 



he hugs me often.  We are friends and I appreciate the strength it took for him to survive being raised by 
me.   To repeat, I think we were very lucky.   
 
And what is the moral of this saga?  Well, maybe that the decisions I made were the right ones after all.  
Being a mother is the best and most rewarding job I ever had.  Cultural biases change and so do our 
personal circumstances.  While I don’t necessarily advise all women in medicine to time things like I did, 
the timing is never going to be perfect and it is never easy to be a working mom.  Suck it up, do your 
best, do it with love and move on.  No matter how hard it is, it is still the most important thing you will 
ever do.  Call me if you need a babysitter!   


